T

he story goes that aristocratic families in Imperial China had a passion
for singing bird automata to the point of sometimes making them sing
just before the evening meal. There was a six-month wait before obtaining the
precious treasure. The Sultan of Constantinople spent hours listening to them
while his ministers did tapestries in the antechamber. Le Brassus company,
Frères Rochat, which this year celebrated its jubilee of two centuries of history,
has revived the tradition of singing birds, a field in which the Rochat brothers
excelled in the 19th century. Emotions, poetry, music and technical progress are
all on the agenda.

THE
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O F E N C H A N T I N G
BIRDS

From 1813 until
nowadays: the saga of
watchmaker aesthetes

These singing bird movements,
remarkable for the refined work and
the ingeniousness of the technique
used, were born due to the creativity
of the Rochat brothers in the 19th
century, in the Vallée de Joux.
In 1813, the brothers, who made
movements for Jaquet-Droz &
Leschot, capitalised on their knowhow and opened their shop in Geneva.
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